CENTER CUT BLEND CREEPING BENTGRASS
*Agrostis stolonifera*

DESCRIPTION

Center Cut® is the "best generation" blend for golf course inter-seeding and new construction. It is agronomically formulated with Memorial and 13M for expanded genetic diversity and compatible color, density, and texture. This formula blends well when interseeded into existing bentgrasses such as L-93, Penncross, and similar traditional cultivars.

APPLICATIONS

Golf course putting greens, fairways, tees
Inter-seeding: blend well with existing creeping bentgrass turf on fairways, tees, and greens
New establishment: introduce creeping bentgrass with traditional color and texture, improved performance, without extreme density

GEOGRAPHICAL ADAPTATION

Cool-season and transition zones

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Superior dollar spot resistance
Dark-medium green color – avoids color extremes
Optimum density with no puffiness
Versatile for tees, fairways, and greens
Quick divot and ball mark recovery
Early spring activity and green up

SEEDING RATE (pounds/1,000 ft²) *

Inter-seeding: 1-2
New Seeding: 1-2

*local conditions vary and dictate rates

PRODUCTION AREAS

Oregon

SEEDS PER POUND (approximate)

6,000,000